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BOOK REVIEW | Prof Chiraghdin is the acclaimed author of the book ‘Historia ya Kiswahili’

A timely tribute to ‘godfather of Kiswahili’
Pioneer literary scholar
brought back to life in
new book celebrating his
ground-breaking works
BY ENOCK MATUNDURA
satnation@ke.nationmedia.com

K

iswahili is arguably one of
the most successful African
languages. The spread of this
Bantu language, currently spoken by
over 120 million people mainly in East
Africa, has over the years attracted the
attention of research scholars.
One such local scholar whose works
have attracted positive acclaim is Shihabuddin Chiraghdin (1934-1976),
author of Historia ya Kiswahili (Oxford University Press, 1977).
However, the life history of this
Kiswahili scholar, whose works laid
a solid foundation on which later
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scholars built their research on, is
not well known.
Eﬀorts by the scholar’s daughter,
Latifa S. Chiraghdin, to dig out facts
about her father recently came to fruition when she managed to publish
his biography.
The book, Life Journey of a Swahili
Scholar, was launched at the second
Research Institute of Swahili Studies
in East Africa conference in Mombasa
recently.
Some of the scholar’s age mates,
some who are fellow Kiswahili gurus
and poets, attended. They included
Kiswahili Ustadh Sagaf, Prof Ahmad
Sheikh Nabhany, Prof Mohammed
Hyder, Dr Idle Farar, Prof Mohammed Abdulaziz, Prof Aldin Mutembei
and Prof Ibrahim Noor Sharif.
Most of Prof Chiraghdin’s works
were published posthumously.
The 164-page book is divided into
14 chapters, each dealing with a different aspect of the scholar’s life.
The foreword is written by Prof
Mohammad Hyder of Mombasa,
who says Prof Chiraghdin was not
only a notable Swahili scholar, compared to his foreign contemporaries
such as Lyndon Harris, but he was a
Mswahili, just like Muyaka bin Mwinyi
al Ghassanniy.
In chapter one, the author traces
the lineage and roots of her father,
commonly referred to as Maalim
Shihab, back to India, in Lahore,
Punjab Province of the 1860s. The
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Author Wallah bin Wallah rewards Mombasa poet Mohammed Kadhar as he recites a poem during the launch of the book Life Journey Of Swahili Scholar, which
traces the life of Shihabuddin Chiraghdin, last October in Mombasa. The book is
written by Chiraghdin’s daughter, Latifa Shihabuddin (top right).
Chiraghdin family moved to Mombasa in June 1865, when the British
brought Indians to East Africa to
provide labour for the construction
of the railway.
Chiraghdin was born on January,
23, 1934. He got his early education
in a Madrassa, and later joined Arab
Secondary School.
After sitting the Cambridge School
Certiﬁcate in 1951, he joined Makerere
University College.
The author gives detailed accounts
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of her father’s career as a teacher,
mentor, scholar and writer.
Among his popular books which
have been in use at secondary, teacher
training colleges and universities
are Historia ya Kiswahili, co-written
with poet Mathias Mnyampala, and
Malenga wa Karne Moja.
The latter is a collection of the
works of pre-20th century Kiswahili
poets such as Muyaka, Sheikh Ahmad
Nabhany, Mwalimu Kihere and Fumo
Liyongo.

However, this fast-paced biography
ends on a sad note as the author narrates some moving episodes on how
Prof Chiraghdin started ailing and
eventually succumbed in 1976 aged
just 47 during a surgical operation
in London.
The biography, which is meticulously written in simple language,
talks of Prof Shihabuddin as a parent,
community man, scholar, educator,
philosopher and a role model of his
time.
The author was born on June 1, 1961
in Mombasa. She was educated at
Agha Khan Primary and Coast Girls
High School. She had a long stint with
Kenya Posts and Telecommunications
for 14 years before quitting to manage
her own business.
The writer, Enock Matundura, author of ‘Mkasa wa Shujaa Liyongo,’
teaches Kiswahili literature at Chuka
University. bitugi@yahoo.com

